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SMS TEXT DIALLER INSTALLATION AND OPERATION MANUAL
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Installation Overview:
Connect the external device to the sensor inputs in the alarm panel
(please refer to the external device manufactures wiring diagram to
select the correct wiring and polarity required to make the contact when
required).
Connect the alarm panel to a 230VAC supply as shown.
Test the alarm panel is working by forcing the external device to trigger a
signal to the SMS Dialler.
Helpline Telephone: 0330 1595933

Input connector
block
(see how to
connect to SMS
later in this
manual)

Using a pair of wires taken from the external devices output, connect
one side to GND and the other to IPA, this will trigger an SMS text
when external device (1) activates. If fitting a second external
device connect one side to GND (this is a common connection) and
the other side to IPB. This will send a different text message when
either devices activates.

input 2

Capable of having 0 -30V on these connections.

230VAC (2amp)

Antenna
Connection
Pre-connected
(press onto
button
connector)

Input Connections for High Level
Monitoring

Jumper
(used to lock master
number setup,
recommended to
leave as supplied)

Pre-wired power connection

Note:
The SMS Diallers
are not supplied
with cable entry or
grommets. Hole
positions for
mounting and
cable entry are at
the discretion of
the end user.

Connecting the external device:

Further information is available on our website

SIM

Wiring for an SMS Dialler (2 channel)
Note:
Recommended SIM
cards can be used
providing there is
an adequate signal
for the mobile
operator in the
area. PAYG SIMS
can be used, please
ensure sufficient
credit is assigned.

N E L
230VAC Supply
(Earth not required but can
be terminated
in fused chop block)

Power requirements SMS alarm
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(see adjacent pages for wiring)
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Input Connections for Low Level
Monitoring

Float
Switch

Connecting the float switch for high level alarm:

Connecting the float switch for high level alarm:

Take the black and brown wire coming from the float switch and
connect the brown wire to GND and the black wire to IPA, this will
trigger an SMS text when the float switch rises.

Take the black and brue wire coming from the float switch and
connect the blue wire to GND and the black wire to IPA, this will
trigger an SMS text when the float switch drops.

Note: Capable of having 0 -30V on these connections.

Note: Capable of having 0 -30V on these connections.

(These connections are only for the float switch provided by
Envirotech Alarms Ltd. If you are using a different float switch, please
refer to the installation instructions particular to this)

(These connections are only for the float switch provided by
Envirotech Alarms Ltd. If you are using a different float switch, please
refer to the installation instructions particular to this)

1. Clear All

3. Number to Text

The clear all function is done as a
precaution to ensure that there
are no settings in the system that
could interfere with your new

This is the 1st number that a text
message will be sent to in the
event of an alarm.

CLEAR ALL

Send the message to the mobile
number in the SMS alarm panel
(this is the number assigned to
the SMS card when it was
purchased).
2. Master Number
The system requires a master
number in order to work. This
number will allow the owner to
send and receive information to
and from the SMS alarm panel.
MASTER (phone number)

Note: There must be a space
between the word MASTER and
the phone number you want to
use and a full stop at the end
Example: MASTER 07891584789.

TEXT (phone number)

Note: There must be a space
between the word TEXT and the
phone number you want to use
and a full stop at the end
Example: TEXT 0711365894.
Send the message to the mobile
number in the SMS alarm panel.
4. Additional numbers
to text
Repeat as for step 3.
The order in which the texts are
made follows the order in which
they are input here:
TEXT (phone number)

Continue to repeat as for step 3.
until all the number have been
input. There is a maximum of 512
numbers that can be entered.

5. Inputting the text message to
be sent out
This is the message that will be
sent in the event of an alarm.
Note: this will output a text for
any device that is connected to
GRD and input 1 on the PCB.
CUSTOMA (message).

There must be a space between
the word CUSTOMA and the text
of the message to be sent and
there must be a fullstop at the
end.
Example: CUSTOMA There is an
alarm in area A please attend.
A maximum of 64 characters can
be used to create the message.
If there is also a device connected
to GRD and input B then a
separate message can be set up
which will show the recipient
which device has gone into alarm

N OT E : T h i s n u m b e r i s n o t
included when a text message is
sent out. Only numbers entered
as TEXT will be messaged (see 3.
Number To Text)

Text: HOLD (number in seconds)

In both cases there needs to be a
space after the HOLD/HoldB
words
HoldB (number in seconds)

KA (mobile number of the
SMS unit),(number in da ys)

There must be a space after the
KA and a comma between the
phone number and the number
of days.

Removing a telephone number. Text REMOVE (telephone number)
Finding a stored number in the SMS dialler memory, text QUERY (telephone number)
Changing the maximum ring time. This is the length of time the dialler will attempt to connect with each stored number before moving on to the next
if not acknowledged. Text RTIME (time in seconds) - Call numbers only
Assigning numbers to either input A only or input B only in order that only certain numbers are text should A go into alarm and different numbers if B
gets triggered. Text TEXTNUMA (number) or TEXTNUMB (number)
International numbers can be programmed by using the + symbol instead of the 00 for the country code. Example: +4678921568541

Example: KA 07895648532,28
In this example the phone
number of the SMS dialler is
07895648532 and it will
automatically send out a routine
text message every 28 days.

On receiving an alarm:
To stop the text message being sent out, simply text
to the alarm panel.

STOP SMS

It is recommended to set the
system up to send a routine
message at least every 28 days.

Example: CUSTOMB There is a
flood detected in the plant room.

Other Settings for SMS Alarm
This would be set to help avoid
false alarms from systems that
could be susceptible to spirulas
signals. An example of this would
be a tank containing liquid where
a float switch has been set up to
monitor how full it is. In this
scenario the top of the liquid
could have some movement
(waves) which will send a signal
from the float switch a number of
times as the float moves up and
down. By setting a delay time the
SMS alarm panel will not send out
a text message until it has
received a constant signal for a
defined length of time.

This is a requirement if a PAYG SIM
card has been purchased as
inactivity for more than 30 days
will make it go to sleep.

Other features that can be set up in the SMS dialler:
Call numbers, where a call is made to a programmed number as well as a text message sent. Text Callnum (number)

Setup as for CUSTOMA but use
the command CUSTOMB at the
front instead.

Send the message to the mobile
number in the SMS alarm panel.

7. Delaying the text message

6. Keeping the SMS card
activated

8. Resending the message if not
acknowledged
This command sets the repeat
t i m e b et we e n s e n d i n g t h e
message out should the first time
the message is sent not be
acknowledged. The time delay
can be set between 1 second and
250 minutes.
Text: HOLDA R (seconds)

Example: HOLDA R60
This will wait for a 1 minute
before sending the text message
out again.
In both cases there needs to be a
space after the HOLDA/B before
the R but no space between the
R and the number.

Wiring to an external beacon

10. Testing the signal strength
It is advisable to test the signal
strength for the particular
network you have decided to go
with to ensure the SMS alarm will
operate correctly.
Text:

Remove the 4 corner screws on the beacon and lift off
the top. Inside there is a connector block that has a red
and a black wire already terminated in the connection
block.

CSQ

You will receive a reply to your
phone that looks like this:
>RSSI (number)

The number relates to the signal
strength. A figure of 15 or above
is ideal for reliable operation.
However the system will still work
down to a figure of 8, but there
could be times when it becomes
unresponsive.
11. Checking what numbers are

In order to stop the message
being repeated, send:
Text:

STOP SMS

to the SMS Text Dialler.

This will send a text message to
your phone of all the different
numbers currently stored and the
order they are in.
List
Please note that only the last 8
digits of the number will be
shown in the text reply.

Firstly check:
1. Is the SMS text dialler powered up?
2. Is there an active SIM card installed in the SMS text dialler?
3. Is there sufficient credit on the SIM card?
4. Is there a signal for the network the SIM card is connected to?
5. Has a master number been sent to the SMS text dialler?
6. Is the phone being used to set the relay activation the master number
phone?
7. Does the SIM card being used have a data allowance?
8. If there is a data allowance, has the APN been set up?
9. To check the APN is set up, check the text dialler PCB to see if the
SERVER LED is on.
10. If the SERVER LED is not lit, the APN is not correctly set up.
11. The default is set to O2 PAYG, to change this for another network provider
(ASDA, PlusNet, Virgin etc.) send the text dialler the following message
apn”everywhere”,”network providers name”,”secure”
IF THE ANSWER TO ALL THE ABOVE IS YES !

HoldB R (seconds)
9. Stopping the Text Message being
sent

Setting the relay to trigger the external beacon

Link between 12 - 14V input
terminal and COMMON on the
relay
Connect the wire from the NO on the relay to the other side of the connector
block in the beacon with the red wire in it.
Connect the wire from the GND to the other side of the connector block in the
beacon with the black wire in it.

(I) Send the text message: get link to the text dialler
(ii) A reply message will be sent from the text dialler. This will contain a link to
a website. It will look similar to: adctrl.uk/c.php?I=7890654321&t=B5ACFC
(iii) Click on the web link and open the page in your phones web browser
(iv) In the advanced setup pages section, click on the outputs icon
(v) Change the “Output 1 On Event (Relay#) setting to 40 - the default setting is
FF. Click on this and enter 40
(vi) Change the “Output 1 Off Event (Relay#) setting to 41 - the default setting
is FF. Click on this and enter 41
(vii) Click on the change button towards the top of the page to save the
settings
Testing:
Put a link across the GND and IPA connections on the text dialler PCB, this will
simulate an alarm. Hold the link in place for a few seconds. The relay will then
switch and the beacon will start to flash.

